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ST JOSEPH’S SCHOOL PRAYER

Dear God,
We thank you for our wonderful school. We are glad we belong to St Joseph's

community.
We pray that we will be safe and happy at school, and that we will learn much about

You, ourselves and the world.
Help us to treat each other with respect and generosity.

We hope to be like St Joseph, a person who cared for others.
Amen

WELCOME

Welcome back to Term 3! The weather has definitely ‘set in’ and it’s been a cold and
wintry start to the term. Lots of opportunities to rug up with a good book or a board
game! Term 2 brought some wonderful learning experiences in Prep and Term 3 is
gearing up to be just as jam-packed and fun.

100 Days of School
On Friday 6th August the Preps will celebrate their 100th day of school. The theme for
the day is 100 years old. All students are encouraged to dress up for the day and we
are asking families to please bring along a plate to share. To ensure a good mix on the
day we are asking for girls to bring along something sweet and boys to bring something
savoury/fruit to share. Thank you!

Classroom helpers
Pending Government restrictions, we are looking forward to welcoming parents back
into our classrooms this term. Please watch our weekly emails for further updates.



Reminders:
Classroom routine:

● The smooth running of our morning routine is really important. The first school bell
rings at 8:50am. At this time, students are expected to have already completed
their morning jobs. As the morning music plays, the students should be settling
into prayer time on the mat.

● If your child arrives on or after this time, please send them into the classroom as
quickly and quietly as possible to ensure a smooth start to the day for all students.
The morning routine is essential in establishing a calm and focused learning
space. Restricting the number of distractions and interruptions to this time
enables all children to switch their brains on for learning and begin the day with
a positive start. Please be mindful that your child is marked late if they arrive after
this time.

● Take Home Readers are an essential component of your child’s Literacy success.
Home Readers should not be challenging, they should be reinforcing the reading
skills at home. It is our job to focus on challenging them in Explicit Teaching
Groups.

● If your child is showing signs of being unwell (cold, flu, tummy bug etc), please
keep your child at home until they are feeling well again. This way, we can
ensure the germs do not spread to the other students (and their teachers).

We are here to support you in helping provide your child with the best possible
education, so feel free to chat with us if you have any concerns, queries or feedback.

Kind regards,
Natalie & Plaxy
nbierman@sjelst.catholic.edu.au
pnardella@sjelst.catholic.edu.au

Victorian Curriculum

MATHEMATICS
Through a range of hands-on teaching and learning experiences, children will be
exploring the following concepts:

● Counting
● Counting On
● Making Ten
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● Subtraction
● Time
● Days of the week
● Measurement - hefting
● 2D and 3D shape

Ways to reinforce mathematical learning with your child:
● Please ask your child questions about their mathematics, what they are learning

and how they are improving. We also invite you to enhance their learning at
home through:

○ Counting out loud - counting forwards and backwards from different
starting points. For example, start counting forwards from 9 and stop at 12;
alternatively, count backwards from 22 and stop at 11. Counting is critical
to children learning to add and subtract.

○ Board and card games.
○ Everyday experiences: cooking, measuring, counting etc.
○ Writing numbers correctly (formation is key).
○ Creating simple addition and subtraction sums.

LITERACY
This term we will continue to expose the students to a variety of text types and structures
in the Reading and Writing blocks. The children are doing a remarkable job when
reading and our focus at this stage is supporting them to use their knowledge of letter
sound relationships to sound out and blend words. They will be encouraged to use their
knowledge of blends, digraphs and syllables to read unfamiliar words. In explicit
teaching groups the children will continue to consolidate their learning about initial,
medial and final letter sounds, spelling patterns and irregular words. In whole class
reading, they will also continue to build their oral language skills and vocabulary, and
develop their comprehension skills.

When writing, we will focus on writing informative sentences using their understanding of
the features of a sentence. The students will focus on correct letter formation and
simple punctuation. Fine motor skills are fundamental in developing a child’s writing
skills. We will be spending much time and effort in ensuring these skills are developed
over the course of Term 3 and encourage you to continue reinforcing this at home with
simple games and activities, such as cutting, drawing, Lego and playdough.

Irregular Words
Wow! What an amazing job the children are doing learning their irregular words!
Practising these every night, through card games, flashcards and spelling out loud, will



help to increase your child’s bank of known words. The students will be tested on a
weekly basis this term. If your child has learnt their words before this day, it is an
excellent opportunity to practise writing them and locating them in books. Our goal is to
ensure the children have consolidated this learning (reading the words in isolation and
in context) before moving on to something new. We also encourage you to go back
and revisit previously learnt  irregular words to continue to reinforce these.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The Religious Education program this term will focus on the RE Curriculum content
descriptor of Morality and Justice. Through Bible stories and picture story books, the
students will investigate the concepts of kindness and compassion from the perspective
of the Catholic Tradition. The students will reflect on how they show kindness and
compassion and how they feel when it is shown to them. We will explore small actions
we can take in our day to day life to live more kindly like Jesus. Towards the end of the
term, the students will facilitate a liturgy which we welcome families to join. We will
share these details closer to the date.

TOPIC
This term our unit is focusing on the big question, ‘How does the weather affect our
day?’. We will explore the four seasons and what makes each of them different.
Students will link changes in daily weather to the way we modify our behaviour and
dress for different conditions. We will investigate how changes in the weather might
affect animals, such as pets, animals that hibernate, or migratory animals. The second
half of our term will be looking at how the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders used time
and weather patterns to explain how things happened in the world around them.
Finally, we will compare these two understandings of weather and seasons, and find
similarities between the two.

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL)
At St. Joseph’s we explicitly teach our students social and emotional skills and strategies,
within our SEL curriculum. The program is designed to address the Personal and Social
Capability from the Victorian Curriculum, as well as the 5 SEL competencies of:

● Self-management
● Self-awareness
● Responsible decision making
● Relationship skills
● Social awareness



Alongside this, students will engage with the ‘Engagement’ domain from the Berry
Street Education Model. We will explicitly teach the skills of:

● Willingness (SMART goals, problem solving)
● Positive emotions
● Cultivating wonder

LIBRARY
Students will visit the library on Thursdays. Please keep in mind that students are not able
to borrow books without their library satchel. A gentle reminder that lost or damaged
books will incur a small fee.

SPECIALIST PROGRAMS
The children have Music and Italian each Tuesday and Physical Education and Visual
Arts each Thursday. Sports uniform to be worn for the whole day each Thursday.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - Louise Howell
The Prep students will begin with a focus on learning to skip, using short and long ropes.
Following this, they will undertake a snow sports program called ‘Little Shredders’. This
program introduces a curriculum of fun and inclusive ‘off snow’ modules, delivered on
school grounds to prepare children for a snow experience. These modules cover such
skills such as balance technique, equipment and snow safe knowledge, together with
spatial awareness exercises in a fun team environment. They will also continue to work
on their teamwork and cooperative skills with their peers.

ITALIAN - Franca Butera-Crea
During Term 3 the Preps will learn to recite the days of the week, the seasons and items
of clothing. The students will continue to build on their counting, colours and chanting.

VISUAL ARTS - Lidia Chris
During Term 3, the children are going to experiment with various printing tools, creating
different pieces relating to the topic, 'Out of Space'. They are also going to work with
clay, shaping and moulding it to make a 3D item which they will paint.

MUSIC - Erin Absalom
In Term 3, students in Prep will explore sound and music using both their voice and
percussive instruments. They will explore the themes percussive instrumentation as it
applies to both general music making, as well as specifically within Indigenous musical
traditions. By the end of this term, students will be able to perform an assigned piece of
music, using both untuned percussive instruments and their own singing voice.



IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER

● Parent Teacher Interviews Wednesday 21st & Thursday 22nd July
● Prep 100 days of school, Friday 6th August
● P&F Roaring 20s Social event and Art auction, Saturday 14th August, 7pm
● School closure Friday 20th August
● Book Week, 23rd August, Nicki Greenberg Author visit
● Book Week, 27th August, Book Parade dress up
● Father’s Day Breakfast and Prep B Assembly, Friday 3rd September
● Last Day of Term Three, Friday 17th September, 1pm


